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A model for weak interactions between elementary particles is formulated, in which isotopic 
symmetry of the interaction between hadron currents and intermediate bosons is violated only 
by such free-field-Lagrangian terms which have the form of the "off-diagonal mass" of inter
mediate bosons. The ~S < 2 and ~IT I = 1/2 rules are some of the basic assumptions under
lying the model. Violation of universality of the four-fermion interaction constant with change 
of strangeness is a natural consequence of the model. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

VARIOUS attempts were made recently in the 
theory of elementary-particle interaction to formu
late higher symmetries (see the bibliography in [1]) 

which are patently violated at low energies. Gell
Mann and Zachariasen [2] noted that the violated 
symmetry can apparently have a definite physical 
meaning only if some limit in which it becomes 
exact exists. It is indicated that the region of high 
energies and large momentum transfers may serve 
as such a limit. This becomes possible if there 
exist interactions that violate the higher symme
try which are significant at low energies, but be
come negligible in the high-energy limit. The 
masses and mass differences of free particles are 
frequently included in this category of "interac
tions,'' particularly on grounds that in the high
energy limit the free-particle mass differences 
can be neglected compared with the kinetic energies 
of the particles (see, for example, [2- 4]). 

It is possible that the free-field Lagrangian of 
this category includes in addition to the diagonal 
mass terms also off-diagonal mass-like terms of 
the type k2cp 1*cp2 or klP11/J 2, which are bilinear relative 
to the operators of the different fields, having iden
tical strictly-conserved quantum numbers. Such 
"interactions" were considered previously by 
Zel 'dovich 1l and by Deo [sJ. They were also used 
recently by Sacurai [ 12] to describe the violated 
unitary symmetry in strong interactions. 2 l 

It will be shown below that the formulation of 
the broken isotopic symmetry of weak interactions 

1)1 take the opportunity to thank Academician Ya. B. 
Zel'dovich for this communication. 

2)This was pointed out to us by V. M. Shekhter. 

between hadrons 3' and intermediate bosons, based 
on the representation of the existence of off
diagonal mass-like terms in the Lagrangian of the 
free intermediate field, makes it possible to satisfy 
in natural fashion the requirements ~S < 2 and 
~IT! = 1/2 in non-lepton weak processes, and to 
explain simultaneously the violation of the univer
sality of the four-fermion interaction constant with 
change of hadron strangeness. 

2. VIOLATION OF SYMMETRY OF INTERACTION 
BETWEEN A HADRON CURRENT AND INTER
MEDIATE BOSONS 

Following Lee and Yang [6] we write down the 
elementary-particle interaction Lagrangian in the 
form 

L = Ls + Lv + Lz + La, (1) 

where Ls denotes the strong-interaction Lagran
gian, Ly -electromagnetic interaction Lagrangian, 
and Ll and La-Lagrangians of the semi-weak in
teractions between intermediate bosons and leptons 
or hadrons, respectively. It was assumed in [6] 

that the invariance of the part of the Lagrangian 
Ls + La is violated because of the "schizon" 
properties of the intermediate bosons. To formu
late such a condition in the sense of ''broken sym
metry'' it is convenient to start from the represen
tation of the "preliminary" isotopic invariant 
Lagrangian [7]. We shall write out a universal 
isotopically-invariant "preliminary" Lagrangian 
of the interaction of hadron currents with the inter
mediate X-bosons in the form 

3)The term ''hadron" was introduced by L. B. Okun' to 
denote strongly-interacting particles, in distinction from 
leptons, photons, and intermediate bosons. 
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Lax = g [j'"V xClv + 2-'/, (jClS(-) Xa.S(-) 

+ ia.S(o) X a.S(oJ) + C .c .]. (2) 

Here Xa v isotopic-vector boson, Xa 8-isopinor 
boson, and ja-corresponding hadron currents. 
The interaction between the lepton current and the 
X-bosons is written in the form 

Lzx = g2-'f, (fct(+) Xa.v(+) + la.(-) Xa.vH), (3) 

where Za (±)-charged lepton current 4 l. The masses 
of all the X bosons are assumed equal: 

Mv =·Ms = M. (4) 

We consider charged currents first and assume 
that the free-field Lagrangian contains an off
diagonal mass-like term which violates the isotopic 
symmetry of the Lagrangian (2) and which has the 
form 

Llvs = k2 (Xa.v<+J X'"S<-J + X'"v<-J Xa.S(±l). (5) 

It is easy to verify that the system of boson fields 
Xa v(±) and XaS(±), connected with each other in 
accordance with (5), is equivalent to the following 
system of free (non-interacting) fields [s] · 

w~±) = (X~<±J + x~<±J) 1 V2, 

w;i±J = (X~<±J - x~<±J) 1 V2. 
which have displaced masses 

(6) 

(7) 

The requirement of stability of the W particles in 
the absence of interaction imposes the condition 

( 8) 

The possibility of k2 ~ M2 is excluded in this case, 
since the mass of the intermediate boson cannot be 
small. 

It is also obvious that in view of the universality 
of the electric charge the total electromagnetic 
current of the charged X-fields goes over in this 
case into the corresponding total current for the 
charged W-fields. 

Inverting (6), we get 

x~<±J = (wi±J + w;;±J) 1 V2. 
x~(±) = (w~±J - w;i±l) 1 VZ: (9) 

Thus, the isotopically non-invariant connection (5) 
between the fields leads to a mixing of the charged 

4 )The absence of neutral lepton currents is an experi
mental fact. The possibility of exclusion of neutral lepton 
currents from the universal weak interaction scheme in which 
"schizon" properties are possessed also by neutrinos was 
indicated in [7]. 

bosons from the different isotopic multiplets in the 
Lagrangian (2), and to the appearance of "schizons." 
Substituting (9) in (2) and (3) we obtain the follow
ing final Lagrangian for semi-weak interactions of 
intermediate W-bosons with charged hadron and 
lepton currents: 

L~J = ~ g [(iav(+) + fa(+) + iaS(+J) Wa(+) 

+ Uav(+) +fa(+)- ia 8 (+)) Wa'(+) + c.c.]. (10) 

The interaction (10) has several important 
properties. It is easy to verify that in four-fermion 
diagrams without change of hadron strangeness 
constructive interference takes place between the 
Wand W' channels of the transition, and the effec
tive intermediate-boson propagator takes the form 

-i ({) qp. qv ') 
1112 + k2 + q2) p. v + Jl.12 + k2 

+ (M2 - ~! + q2) ( bp.v + M~IL::. k2 ) ' (11) 

where q2-invariant square of the four-momentum 
transfer. On the other hand, in four-fermion 
processes with change of hadron strangeness, 
destructive interference takes place between the 
Wand W' channels of the transition, while the ef
fective propagator of the intermediate bosons takes 
the form 

(12) 

It follows therefore that for real four-fermion lep
ton processes without change in hadron strange
ness, at small momentum transfers (/)-decay, 
~· deeay, etc) the effective four-fermion coupling 
eonstant is equal to 

c<±J """ g2 lvf2 + q2 ~ g2 J1.f2 
- 2 (NJ2 + q2) 2 - k 4 = 2 iv14 - k4 • ( 13) 

In the case of real lepton processes with change in 
hadron strangeness (lepton decays of hyperons, 
etc.) the effective four-fermion coupling "con
stant is 

(14) 

Hence, with account of condition (8), it follows that 
the four-fermion coupling constant for processes 
with change of hadron strangeness should be 
smaller than the corresponding coupling constant 
for processes without change in this strangeness, 
G1 < G, in accordance with the experimental re
sults. A satisfactory quantitative agreement with 
the experimental data can be obtained by putting 
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k .-- M 12. (15) 

If the intermediate-boson mass M is equal in order 
of magnitude to the nucleon mass, then the condi
tion q ~ M can take place in the lepton decays of 
hyperons, and this, in accordance with (14), results 
in an additional decrease in the "coupling constant" 
with increasing hyperon mass. 

It must be noted that according to (12) the 
coupling constant decreases only for four-fermion 
("Fermi") processes with change of hadron 
strangeness, while the coupling constant of the 
"Yukawa" processes remains the same following 
a change in the hadron strangeness (production of 
real intermediate bosons), as in the corresponding 
processes without change of this strangeness 
(universality). For example, the cross sections of 
the possible processes 

p + z-+ z + n + w+, p+Z-+Z+A+W+ (16) 

should not differ noticeably in the absence of re
normalization by strong interactions. On the other 
hand, in experiments with high energy antineutrinos, 
for example in the reactions 

VI'- + p-? A + fl+, (17) 

it is possible to check experimentally (of course, 
if the intermediate boson mass is not very large) 
the deduction, which follows from (13) and (14), 
that the ratio of the probabilities of the processes 
(17) at large momentum transfers should be re
duced even more than in the case of small momen
tum transfers (leptonic decays of A and n). 

As in the case of charged bosons, we can intro
duce off-diagonal mass-like terms and the free 
Lagrangian of the neutral X-bosons 

L~8 = - k2 x~<o). 2-''· (X~<o) + x~<o)*) = k2 x~<oJ x~~o), (18) 

LuS = k2X~(O). 2-'/. i-1(X~(O) - x~(O)*) = k2X~(o)x~~O)' (19) 

where the constant k2 has the same meaning as in 
(5), and it is convenient to consider in place of one 
complex field Xas<ol two real fields X1aS<ol and 
X S<oHaJ 

20' 

In (19) we have also introduced the isotopically 
scalar boson Xau<ol, which does not enter into the 
Lagrangian (2). 

As before, we obtain the following final Lagran
gian of semi-weak interactions of neutral hadron 
currents with intermediate wCo) bosons 

L'@ = ~ g[(2-''• j~(O) + j~(O) + j~(O)*) wio~ 

+ (2-'/•j~(O) _ j~(O) _ j~(O)*) w~O~ 

+ i (j~(o) _ j~(o)*) (W~o~ _ W~o~)), 

where 

(21) 

wi~ = (X~<oJ + x~~o)) 1 V2. w~oJ = (X~<o) - x~~o)) 1 V2. 

W~0~ = (X~(O) + X~d0)) I V2. Wi0~ = (X~(O) - x~~O)) I V2. 

The masses of the w<ol bosons coincide with the 
corresponding values for the charged bosons: 

MW, = MW, = M 2+k2 , MW, = ~w. = M 2-k2 • (22) 

The Lagrangian (21) corresponds to four-fermion 
diagrams without change of hadron strangeness, 
LlS = 0, and with unity change of hadron strange
ness LlS = ±1. An important fact, easily verified, is 
that transitions with LlS = ±2 are strictly forbidden, 
in view of the exact destructive interference of all 
four w<ol channels. It is to obtain this result that 
the isotopic boson Xau<ol was introduced in (19). 
The boson X2aS<ol has negative combined parity. 
The requirement of PC invariance means that 
Xa U(Ol also has PC = -1. It is not included in the 
Lagrangian (2), since it is difficult to construct an 
isotopic scalar hadron current with PC = -1 (see 
also [G]). 

From a comparison of the Lagrangians (21) and 
(1 O) we see that the effective boson propagator 
connecting the neutral isospinor and isovector 
hadron currents, and the corresponding propagator 
for the charged currents, differ from each other 
only by the constant factor -1/2. It follows there
fore, as can be readily verified by direct substitu
tion, that the exact rule Ll! T! = 1/2 is satisfied in 
the g2 approximation for non-lepton processes with 
change of hadron strangeness. 

3. DISCUSSION 

1. In the weak-interaction model considered 
above, an important role is played by the "pre
liminary" Lagrangian (2), which has exact isotopic 
symmetry. What is its physical meaning? In the 
spirit of the ideas of Gell-Mann and Zachariasen [2] 

we can hope that, within the limit of high energies 
and large momentum transfers, the role of the off
diagonal mass terms (5), (18), and (19) in the 
Lagrangian of the free intermediate fields will be
come negligibly small, and the weak interactions 
will be exactly described by a symmetrical "pre
liminary'' Lagrangian. Formally such a premise 
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would find an exact dynamic expression in the 
present model if it were possible to neglect in the 
boson propagators (11) and (12) the terms with 
qvq~-t in the limit of large momentum transfers 
(in the limit-conserved currents). In this case, 
the effective boson propagator for processes with
out change in hadron strangeness would be of the 
order of 1/q2, while for processes with change in 
this strangeness the order would be 1/q4 as q2- oo. 

Actually, however, the same difficulty which the 
presence of terms with qvq~-t in the propagator 
raises in the field theory of weak interactions with 
intermediate vector bosons [9] is raised here, 
too5>. On the other hand, it is of interest in itself 
to investigate the possibility of experimentally 
verifying the hypothesis of isotopic symmetry of 
weak hadron interactions in the high-energy limit 
and in the limit of large momentum transfers. 
Such a possibility can arise at presently feasible 
particle energies only if the intermediate boson 
mass is actually not very large compared with the 
nucleon mass [to]. 

2. The rules 6S < 2 and 61 Tl = 1/2 are among 
the main premises on which the present model is 
constructed. Indeed, the condition that the violation 
of the isotopic symmetry be governed by these 
rules is the reason why isotopic invariance of 
weak interactions in some limit calls for the exis
tence of a reduced set of isotopic intermediate 
boson multiplets. In this model the total number 
of isotopic states of intermediate fields is eight. 
This apparently is the minimum number of inter
mediate bosons compatible with the isotopic sym
metry in some limit and with the rules 6S < 2 and 
6ITI = 1/2. 

3. An independent requirement imposed on the 
"preliminary" Lagrangian (2) is universality of 
the coupling constant. Indeed, the rules 6S < 2 
and 61 Tl = 1/2 would be satisfied as before if the 
isuvector and isospinor currents had different 
coupling constants with th.e intermediate bosons. 
The requirements of universality of the coupling 
constant g and equality of the masses (4) signify 
essentially that the "preliminary" Lagrangian has 
a higher symmetry than isotopic. For the Lagran
gian (2) such a symmetry can be G2: the isovector 
Xa v in conjunction with the isospinor XaS form a 

5>From the mathematical point of view it is interesting to 
note that such a difficulty would not arise in the case of 
scalar intermediate bosons. 

seven-dimensional representation, and the iso
scaler Xa u lO) -a one dimensional representation. 
However, the concrete expression (2) for the 
"preliminary" Lagrangian cannot be regarded as 
final. 

It is possible that some additional physical re
quirements (for example, the formulation of an 
analogy between weak and electromagnetic inter
actions [ 7]) will lead to the necessity of including 
in the "preliminary" Lagrangian (2) a term for 
the interaction between the isoscalar hadron cur
rent and an isoscalar boson XaSCO) possessing 
combined-parity. In this case a higher symmetry 
for the "preliminary" Lagrangian can be the Gell
Mann and Neeman [ttJ unitary symmetry SU3(8). 
Then Xav,xaS and Xasco) will form a unitary octet, 
and Xauco) a unitary singlet. All the deductions 
obtained above remain in force in this more gen
eral case (see [ 7J). 

I am sincerely grateful to L. B. Okun' for a 
discussion and valuable advice, and to V. M. 
Shekhter and A. A. Komar for interest in the work. 
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